Thank you Sponsors!

EOFS
European Open File System

Bull

Cray

DataDirect Networks

Intel

Xyratex
A Seagate Company
Many thanks to all people involved in organizing this event:

- Karine Binard
- Michel Chineaud
- Aurélien Degrémont
- Marie Herpin
- Jacques-Charles Lafoucrière
- Arnaud Renard
- Steve Simms
LAD’14 – Facts

• 20 technical presentations

• First LAD outside of Paris

• Attendance reached expectation
  • 80 attendees
• Monday is ending at 6PM, followed by the social event

• Tuesday is ending at 4PM

• Take a look at the workshop printed agenda

• Or check website for latest agenda
  • http://www.eofs.eu/?id=lad14

• Lunch will be served in room Avize
LAD’14 – Social Event

- Guided tour of visit of Pommery Champagne Cellars
  - Event is starting at 6:30PM Monday
  - Group visit in english
LAD’14 – Social Dinner

• Start at 7:30PM Monday at Villa Demoiselle-Lucas Carton®
• Shuttle bus to downtown available at 11:00PM
The presentation slides will be available on EOFS website:

- http://www.eofs.eu/?id=lad14
Thank you